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Abstract

Many computer vision problems face difficulties when
imaging through turbulent refractive media (e.g., air and
water) due to the refraction and scattering of light. These
effects cause geometric distortion that requires either hand-
crafted physical priors or supervised learning methods to
remove. In this paper, we present a novel unsupervised
network to recover the latent distortion-free image. The
key idea is to model non-rigid distortions as deformable
grids. Our network consists of a grid deformer that esti-
mates the distortion field and an image generator that out-
puts the distortion-free image. By leveraging the positional
encoding operator, we can simplify the network structure
while maintaining fine spatial details in the recovered im-
ages. Our method doesn’t need to be trained on labeled
data and has good transferability across various turbulent
image datasets with different types of distortions. Extensive
experiments on both simulated and real-captured turbulent
images demonstrate that our method can remove both air
and water distortions without much customization.

1. Introduction

Imaging through turbulent refractive medium (e.g., hot
air, in-homogeneous gas, fluid flow) is challenging, since
the non-linear light transport through the medium (e.g., re-
fraction and scattering) causes non-rigid distortions in per-
ceived images. However, most computer vision algorithms
rely on sharp and distortion-free images to achieve the ex-
pected performance. Removal of these non-rigid image dis-
tortions is therefore critical and beneficial for many vision
applications, from segmentation to recognition.

Air turbulence distortion is caused by the constantly
changing refractive index field of the air flow. It typically
occurs when imaging through long-range atmospheric tur-
bulence or short-range hot air turbulence (e.g., fire flames,

Figure 1. We present a novel unsupervised network to estimate the
non-rigid distortion and latent distortion-free image when imaging
through turbulent media. Our method works for both air (Row
One) and water (Row Two) distortions.

vapor streams). Water turbulence distortion, in contrast, is
induced by the refraction of light at the water-air interface.
Although these two types of distortions share certain visual
similarities, they are fundamentally different as they are in-
duced by different physical mechanisms. Air and water tur-
bulent images are usually enhanced in different ways. For
air turbulence, physics-based approaches use complex tur-
bulence models (e.g., the Kolmogorov model [22, 23]) to
simulate the perturbation, and then restore clear images by
inverting the models. For water turbulence, classical meth-
ods model the distortion as a function of the water surface
height or normal by applying Snell’s law [46, 57]. Recently,
several learning-based methods are separately proposed to
enhance either the air [13, 32] or the water [26] turbulent
images. These methods typically require training on a large
labeled dataset. Since it is difficult to obtain real turbulent
images with ground truth sharp references, these methods
use simulated images to augment their datasets and boot-
strap the learning.

Motivated by the aforementioned issues, we design an
unsupervised network that is able to remove non-rigid dis-



Figure 2. The overall architecture of our unsupervised non-rigid image distortion removal network. The network predicts the distortion-free
image J , given a sequence of distorted turbulent image {Ik|k = 1, 2, ...K} and uniform grid GU . Ĩ and J̃G are two intermediate results
to constrain the optimization procedure. We use the pair-wise differences among I , Ĩ , and J̃G as the optimization losses.

tortions from both air and water turbulent images, as shown
in Fig. 1. The key idea is to model the non-rigid distor-
tions as a deformable grids. For example, we model the
distortion-free image as a straight and uniform grid, and tur-
bulent images with distorted grids. Inspired by recent works
on the Neural Radiance Field (NeRF) [30, 44], we generate
the distortion-free image using a grid-based rendering net-
work. Our method, therefore, bypasses sophisticated and
heterogeneous physical turbulence models and is able to re-
store images with different types of distortions.

The overall structure of our network is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Our network consists of two main components: a
grid deformer G that estimates the grid deformation and an
image generator I that renders a color image that matches
the distortion of an input grid. One critical component in
our network is the position encoding operator commonly
used in NeRF networks [6, 10, 40, 44, 58]. By incorporat-
ing this operator into the image generator, we can simplify
our network structure while maintaining fine spatial details
in the reconstructed output images.

Our network works as an optimizer for generating the
distortion-free image by minimizing pairwise differences
between the captured input images, the network’s predicted
distorted images, and resampled distorted images from the
distortion-free image. Our network is fully unsupervised
and optimized from scratch on each new example. It does
not require any diverse training set to learn from, but run-
ning gradient descent on the input data. Specifically, our
network is optimized in two steps: we first initialize our
network parameters by exploiting the locally-centered prop-
erty [35] of pixel displacement caused by turbulent media;
we then iteratively update the estimated distortion-free im-
age J by minimizing our objective function. Empirically,
this two-step optimization converges within 2000 iterations
(Adam steps), which takes around 65-499s, depending on
the number of input frames. Our initialization provides a

reasonable estimation that largely reduces the search space.
We perform extensive experiments on both simulated

and real-captured air and water turbulent images. We com-
pare our method with the state-of-the-art methods that are
specific to either the air or the water turbulence. We show
that our method has better performance in correcting the
geometric distortions for both types of turbulence. We sum-
marize our contributions as follows:

• Our network jointly estimates the non-rigid distortions
and recovers the latent distortion-free image. It works
for both air and water distortions without much cus-
tomization. It is fully unsupervised and does not need
to be trained on a labeled dataset.

• Our network leverages the position encoding operator,
such that even with fewer numbers of convolutional
layers and trainable parameters, it can still generate
high-quality images that preserve fine details.

• We propose a two-step optimization framework to
guide the training of the unconstrained non-rigid dis-
tortion restoration model.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate that state-of-the-
art performance can be achieved when applying the
proposed grid-based rendering method on two in-
herently different tasks: atmospheric turbulence re-
moval and imaging through water distortions. Our
code is available at: github.com/Nianyi-Li/
unsupervised-NDIR

2. Related Work
Atmospheric turbulence removal. To resolve the distor-
tion and blur introduced by air turbulence, conventional tur-
bulence restoration methods leverage optical flow [3, 31,
43], lucky regions fusion [50, 41, 12, 21] and blind decon-
volution [14, 59] to recover images. Methods employing
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image registration with deformation estimation architecture
can also resolve small movements of the camera and tem-
poral variations due to atmospheric refraction [59, 18]. In a
similar turbulence removal problem (not atmospheric), Xue
et al. [54] adapt classical optical flow to estimate small re-
fractive distortions caused by hot air or gas.

However, many of these methods have artifacts when
reconstructing dynamic scenes with large amounts of mo-
tion. To counter this, methods have been introduced such as
block matching [20], enforcing temporal consistency [33],
using reference frames [7], and segmenting static back-
ground from moving objects [35, 17, 1]. One promising
avenue of direction has been utilizing the physics of turbu-
lence to create accurate forward models for image forma-
tion. Mao et al. [29] achieve state-of-the-art performance
by utilizing knowledge of atmospheric turbulence to create
a physics-constrained prior for optimization.

In addition to classical methods, there have been some
deep neural networks for air turbulence removal proposed.
These are typically convolutional neural networks trained
with synthetic or semi-synthetic turbulent data [13, 32, 4].
However, these supervised architectures have trouble with
generalization outside of the training data (as do most su-
pervised neural networks). In contrast, our neural network
operates in an unsupervised fashion and does not require
training data.

Imaging through turbulent water. Recovering undis-
torted images from underwater images has been well-
studied in computer vision for various applications. Early
solutions [11, 24] take the mean/median of a distorted
image sequence to approximate the latent distortion-free
image, although these methods are limited for large dis-
tortions. Like in the case of air turbulence, “lucky re-
gion” algorithms have also been proposed using cluster-
ing [8, 9], manifold embedding [11], and Fourier-based
averaging [52]. The seminal work of [46, 47] presents a
model-based tracking method to restore underwater images.

Recent advances in imaging through water distortions
have leveraged deep learning for state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. Li et al. [26] propose a generative adversarial net-
work (GAN) to correct refractive distortions using a sin-
gle image. The main drawback of Li’s method was that it
did not leverage the temporal consistent nature of the fluid
flow. Thapa et al. [45] propose a two-step dynamic fluid
surface reconstruction network to recover the depth and nor-
mal maps of the transparent fluid given a short sequence (3
frames) of distorted fluid images.

Unsupervised learning for image restoration. Recently,
unsupervised or self-supervised learning using deep image
priors [49] for image restoration tasks has enabled improved
performance without the need for training data. In [49],
the authors showed that a randomly-initialized neural net-
work can be used as a handcrafted prior with excellent re-

sults in standard inverse problems such as denoising, super-
resolution, and inpainting. Deep image priors have been
adopted across many application domains [27, 16, 39, 51].

Recently, analysis-by-synthesis techniques have demon-
strated impressive capabilities for estimating visual infor-
mation, particularly for inverse graphics problems [28, 25,
34, 55, 15, 2, 48]. Mildenhall et al. [30] demonstrate how
a multilayer perceptron (MLP) coupled with a special layer
known as Fourier features [44] can estimate the 5D radiance
field of a scene. More recently, [5, 6, 10, 40, 58] exploit
the NeRF architecture to solve problems like view synthe-
sis, texture completion from impartial 3D data, non-line-
of-sight imaging recognition, etc. In our paper, we lever-
age Fourier features operator to help perform analysis-by-
synthesis for our deformed images.

3. Non-Rigid Distortion Removal Network

Our problem formulation is as follows: we assume a
static scene being imaged by a camera with non-rigid dis-
tortion being induced by turbulence. Given a sequence of
captured non-rigidly distorted images {Ik|k = 1, 2, ...K}
and a uniform grid GU , our goal is to recover the latent
distortion-free image J as if it was unaffected by the turbu-
lent medium.

Our key idea is to model the non-rigid distortions
through grid deformation and reconstruct the distortion-free
image J while estimating the distorted image sequence to
be consistent with the captured data. To do so, we uti-
lize two sub-networks in our main neural network archi-
tecture: a grid deformer and an image generator. The
grid deformer Gk

θ is a network to deform a uniform sam-
pled straight grid GU by estimating the distortion field
of the captured frames Ik, and generates a deformed grid
Gk = Gk

θ (GU ). The image generator is a neural network
acting as a parametric function Ĩ = Iϕ(G) that maps a grid
G to an image Ĩ . When the grid Gk from the grid deformer
is used as input, Iϕ maps its parameters ϕ to a distorted
color image Ĩk, which is compared to the corresponding im-
age frame Ik. At the same time, feeding a uniform grid GU

to the network Iϕ , we can expect Iϕ map ϕ to a distortion-
free image J , as shown in Fig. 2. We also use the predicted
distorted grids {G1, ..., GK} to directly resample J and ob-
tain another set of distorted images {J̃G

1 , ..., J̃G
K} as inter-

mediate results to constrain the optimization procedure.
Novel to our method is its unsupervised learning ap-

proach, which means that our network does not require
ground truth knowledge of the underlying true distortion-
free image Jtrue. Instead, given an image scene, our net-
work works as an optimizer that solves for J by minimizing
the pair-wise differences among I , Ĩ , and J̃G. To prop-
erly estimate sharp image details in the image generator, we
leverage the latest positional encoding technique in [30, 44]



to preserve fine-details in our recovered latent image, with-
out the need for extra convolutional layers with many pa-
rameters, which we describe in Section 3.2. To improve
the convergence of our network, especially important for
learning in an unsupervised fashion, we introduce a novel
two-step optimization algorithm to constrain our network
described in Section 3.3.

3.1. Network structure

The overall structure of our non-rigid distortion removal
network is shown in Fig. 2. Our network has two main com-
ponents: the grid deformer and the image generator.
Grid deformer Gθ takes a uniform grid GU ∈ R2×H×W as
input, where W and H are the sampling number along x−
and y−axis, and outputs a deformed grid Gk ∈ R2×H×W

corresponding to the distortion field of the distorted image
Ik ∈ R3×H×W , i.e. Gk = Gk

θ (GU ), where θ is the set
of trainable network parameters. Gθ comprises four con-
volution layers, each has 256 channels and ReLU rectifier.
To meet the range constraint for Gk, a tangent hyperbolic
function is applied to the output layer. Note that, we train
a separate Gk

θ for each Ik for two reasons. First, the tur-
bulence field, especially for the air turbulence, is random
and has less temporal consistency when the image sequence
or video is captured under a standard frame rate, i.e., 30
fps [42, 26, 46, 36]. Using a single network to predict all
these random distortion fields is challenging without empir-
ical guidance from ground truth labels and strong temporal
consistency constraints. Secondly, the network structure of
Gθ is simple and has few parameters, and thus we can jointly
optimize {Gk

θ |k = 1, . . .K} with low memory consump-
tion for GPU implementation. Please find a more detailed
discussion in Section 4.4.
Image generator Iϕ renders a color image Ĩ ∈ R3×H×W

when given a grid input G ∈ {G1, . . . Gk, GU}: Ĩ =
Iϕ(G). If the input grid is a deformed grid Gk, Iϕ returns
an image Ĩk that matches the distortion of Gk. If the in-
put grid is a uniform grid GU , we consider the output as
a distortion-free image J ∈ R3×H×W . Iϕ share a similar
network architecture with Gθ. Since the output of Iϕ is a
color image, we apply a nonlinear Sigmoid activation func-
tion to the output layer. Please find more details about the
structure of Gθ and Iϕ in our supplementary material.

3.2. Position encoding via Fourier features

As pointed out by [38], networks which directly map xy
coordinates to values typically are biased to learn lower fre-
quency functions. To preserve high frequency content in the
image, a good solution is to map the grid inputs to a higher
dimensional space using high frequency functions before
passing them to the network [44, 30]. In our work, we
utilize Gaussian random Fourier features (GRFF) to trans-
form the input grid to its high frequency Fourier feature

Figure 3. Distorted image generation via grid deformation.

domain before passing it to the image generator Iϕ. Let
v = (x, y) be a coordinate from the input grid. Its GRFF is
computed as γ(v) = [cos (2πκBv), sin (2πκBv)], where
cos and sin are performed element-wise, κ is a bandwidth-
related scale factor, and B ∈ R128×2 is randomly sampled
from a Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). Thus, the input grid
G ∈ R2×H×W will be mapped into Fourier Feature space
γ(v) ∈ R256×H×W .

It is worth noting that the choice of κ in the image gener-
ator is pertinent to our network’s performance. In general,
large κ tends to have the network converge fast and very
likely to end up at a local minimum. In this paper, we em-
pirically pick κ = 8. We discuss the effect of GRFF in an
ablative study in Section 4.4.

3.3. Two-step network optimization

As our network is unsupervised, it is highly non-convex
and has enormous parameter search space. By exploit-
ing redundant information within the deformed image se-
quence, we propose a two-step network optimization strat-
egy to train a CNN at test time for a given sequence. We
first initialize the parameters of Gθ and Iϕ so that they are
constrained under properties of non-rigid distortion through
turbulent media. Next, we iteratively refine the initialized
networks and update the estimated underlying distortion-
free image using the captured input distorted images as ref-
erences.

Parameter initialization. To avoid being trapped in po-
tential saddle points and to allow faster convergence speed,
we initialize the network parameters θ and ϕ by exploiting
a physical property of pixel displacement caused by turbu-
lent media: the non-rigid distortions induced by a turbu-
lent medium are generally locally centered [35]. The dis-
torted images therefore still preserve a large amount of low-
frequency image structures. By extrapolating the similari-
ties among the distorted images, we are able to remove a
certain amount of non-rigid distortions and obtain a reason-



Figure 4. The loss and accuracy comparison with and without the
initialization step (Top row). Our initialization algorithm improves
our prediction performance significantly and can initialize sharper
distortion-free images than the simple averaging (Second row).

able initial estimation of the distortion-free image.
The grid deformer is initialized by constraining its output

to be close to the uniform grid. In this way, we can limit the
grid deformation within a certain range and also preserve
the order of pixels. We initialize the image generator by
constraining its output to have a similar appearance as the
input sequence. Specifically, we feed the uniform grid GU

to the image generator. We then compare the output image
J = Iϕ(γ(GU )) with all images in {Ik}, and minimize the
sum of per-pixel color differences.

We formulate the initialization procedure as:

min
θ,ϕ

∑
k

|Gk
θ (GU )−GU |+ |Iϕ(γ(GU ))− Ik|, (1)

where | · | represents the absolute differences (i.e., the L1

loss). Notice that we use the L1 loss for all loss functions as
it tends to be less affected by outliers. We run the optimiza-
tion for a few hundreds of iterations, and use the resulting
parameters θ′ and ϕ′ as the initialized weights.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, removing the initialization step
will lead the network to converge to a wrong local minimum
and fails to predict a reasonable J . In addition, our initial-
ization produces a sharper image that is closer to the latent
distortion-free image in color space than simply averaging
the images together. This is because taking the average will
result in the centroid of the images in RGB color space, and
will be blurry since turbulence is time-varying. We discuss
more in Section 4.4.

Iterative refinement. After our initialization step, we set
out to learn the underlying distortion-free image through the
following optimization model:

min
θ,ϕ

∑
k

|Ĩk − Ik|+R(Ik), s.t. θ
0 = θ′, ϕ0 = ϕ′, (2)

where Ĩk = Iϕ(γ(Gk)) is the estimated distorted image,
Gk = Gk

θ (GU ) is the deformed grid, R(Ik) is a regularizer,
θ0 and ϕ0 are the initial weights of the network. We use
R(Ik) to strengthen the interconnection between the pre-
dicted distortion-free image J = Iϕ(γ(GU )) and deformed
grids {Gk}:

R(Ik) = |J̃G
k − Ik|+ |J̃G

k − Ĩk|, (3)

where J̃G
k is a resampled distorted image by grid sampling

the deformed grid Gk on the recovered latent image J , as
shown in Fig. 3. We iteratively update the J using Eqn. 2
until networks converge.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first compare our approach to a set

of state-of-the-art methods from the literature on the task of
image restoration for both air and fluid turbulence. Then,
we present our experimental results to validate our neu-
ral network architecture and optimization algorithm. We
demonstrate that our method not only outperforms the un-
supervised approaches, but even edges out other super-
vised algorithms that, in contrast to ours, have access to a
large amount of synthetic turbulent data using sophisticated
physics-based simulators at training time. For quantitative
evaluation, we employ the most common metrics for image
restoration, i.e., the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and
structural similarity (SSIM).

4.1. Experimental setup

Implementation details. Our network was implemented in
Pytorch [37] with a desktop computer equipped with two
NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPUs. Unless specially stated, the ex-
periments follow the same setting: We use the Adam opti-
mizer and set the learning rate as 10−4 for both Gθ and Iϕ.
We use 1,000 iterations for parameter initialization, and in
the iterative refinement stage, our network converges within
1,000 iterations, as shown in Fig. 4. We empirically pick
κ = 8 as the bandwidth-related factor of the Fourier feature
mapping operator for all experiments.
Memory consumption. The overall network to handle 10
input frames has around 1.53 million trainable parameters,
which include 1.33 million (M) total for the grid deform-
ers (one for each frame) and 0.2 M for the image gener-
ator. Compared to a contemporary GAN to restore imag-
ing through water turbulence with about 50 million param-
eters [26], our network restores comparable high-frequency
details in the predicted image with less memory footprint.

4.2. Evaluation on air turbulence

For the air turbulence, we compare with the following
state-of-the-art methods: CLEAR [1], Oreifej et al. [35],
Zhang et al. [56], Gao et al. [13], and Mao et al. [29].



[1, 56, 29] are physics-based approaches that use complex
turbulence models. [13] is a supervised method trained on
a large semi-synthetic turbulence dataset.

We compare the image restoration performance on both
real and synthetic datasets. For synthetic experiments, we
synthesize turbulent image sequences with different turbu-
lence strengths. We use the turbulence strength parameter
C2

n = 1× 10−14 for the weak turbulence; C2
n = 1× 10−13

for the medium; and C2
n = 1× 10−12 for the strong. More

details on the simulation parameters can be found in our
supplementary material. The quantitative comparison re-
sults with respect to various turbulence levels are reported
in Table 1. We can see that our method is robust for the
strong turbulence.

Strength Metrics Average Our init. [1] Ours

Weak
PSNR↑ 25.10 25.20 18.31 24.29
SSIM↑ 0.941 0.95 0.856 0.984

Medium
PSNR↑ 19.48 19.85 14.09 20.70
SSIM↑ 0.774 0.804 0.561 0.904

Strong
PSNR↑ 17.08 17.12 12.51 17.40
SSIM↑ 0.632 0.667 0.433 0.799

Table 1. Quantitative comparison on air turbulence data with var-
ious strengths. We compare with the temporal average frame, our
initial J and CLEAR [1].

As for the real data, we compare on two types of air-
turbulence phenomena: hot-air turbulence and long-range
atmospheric turbulence. For the former, we capture our data
by using a gas stove to heat the air. We use a cellphone cam-
era to capture 5 scenes around 50 meters away from the heat
source. For the latter, we use data from two sources: (1)
the widely adopted Chimney and Building sequences [19]
and (2) our own turbulent images captured using a Nikon
Coolpix P1000 camera. We mount the camera on a tripod
to capture 1080p videos at 30 fps of 5 scenes at around 1-3
miles away with 125× optical zoom.

We show the comparisons with the state-of-the-arts on
Chimney and Building in Fig. 5. As we don’t have access
to the codes of several methods [1, 56, 13], we directly take
the images from their original papers. It is important to note
that most of these algorithms take a longer input sequence
(≥ 100 frames) and has deblurring component to produce
sharper images. In contrast, our network only needs 10 in-
put frames to make a reliable prediction. As our network
focuses more on distortion removal, our output may still
suffer from certain amount of blurriness. We can apply off-
the-shelf deblurring algorithm to further sharpen our results.
Specifically, we use Xu et al. [53] for image deblurring.
The post-deblurring results are shown as “Ours + Deblur”
in Figs. 5 and 6.

We show the qualitative comparison on our real captured
data in Fig. 6. Here we only compare to the methods that
we have access to the codes or the authors provided us the

results. Please see our supplementary material for video
results on these sequences.

4.3. Evaluation on water turbulence

For the water turbulence, we compare our methods with
the following state-of-the-arts: Tian et al. [46] and Oreifej
et al. [36] are physics-based method. Li et al. [26] is a
learning-based method. All provided the source codes.

We perform experiments on two water turbulent image
datasets: [45] and [26]. Thapa et al. [45] proposed a syn-
thetic dataset providing both the distorted image sequences
and the ground truth pattern. The images are simulated us-
ing a physics-based ray tracer with different types of waves.
[26] is a real captured dataset. It poses challenges such as
illumination change and shadows. The distortions are also
more drastic. We show the visual comparison results in
Fig. 7. We can see that our method outperforms all the
states-of-the-arts. To further validate the robustness, we
created three synthetic sequences of water turbulence im-
ages, each contains 10 frames, caused by different types
of waves using the physics-based ray tracer provided by
[45]. The ocean waves are the most challenging, as they
are more random and have more high-frequency turbulence
components. As shown in Table 2, our method ranks higher
on the Ripple and Ocean waves. Although [26] achieves
higher PSNR/SSIM scores on the Gaussian wave, their re-
sults appear blurrier than ours (see visual comparisons in
the supplementary material). Further, [26] requires training
on ∼320K images.

Types Metrics [46] [36] [26] Ours

Ripple
PSNR↑ 20.40 21.24 20.70 23.63
SSIM↑ 0.878 0.902 0.882 0.970

Ocean
PSNR↑ 20.93 21.13 21.32 22.32
SSIM↑ 0.891 0.901 0.833 0.964

Gaussian
PSNR↑ 17.61 17.40 18.67 17.50
SSIM↑ 0.787 0.789 0.833 0.818

Table 2. Quantitative comparison on different types of water tur-
bulence. We compare our result with Tian et al. [46], Oreifej et al.
[36], and Li et al. [26].

4.4. Ablation studies

We conducted a set of ablation studies to validate var-
ious design choices in our network architecture. For all
these studies, we tested image restoration through simu-
lated air turbulence, as the resulting non-rigid distortions
are more random than water turbulence in general. We uti-
lize a physics-based atmospheric turbulence simulator for
2D images [42] to generate 100 different turbulence fields
with controllable turbulence strength C2

n that are applied to
a clear image to generate distorted image sequences.
Network structures of Gθ. For a fair comparison of the
capability of different structures in encoding the deformed



Figure 5. Comparisons on the Building and the Chimney. It’s worth noting that all methods take the full sequence (100 frames), while our
method only takes 10 randomly picked frames.

Figure 6. Visual comparison results on our real captured hot-air turbulence and long-range atmospheric turbulence images.

grid, we replace Gk
θ with several different CNNs, as shown

in Table 3. Specifically, Con2, Con4 and Con6 are CNN
structure with 2, 4, 6 convolutional layers respectively. As
we have 10 frames in the input sequence, the total number
of parameters is equal to 10 × the size of each Gk

θ . We also
compare with the architecture that simply use a deep Au-
toencoder CNN (DAE) with skip connections [39] to pre-
dict 10 deformed grids {Gk} at once. We demonstrate that
the proposed structure (Con4) is superior to other networks
w.r.t. the restoration ability with fewer trainable parameters.

Gθ
10 subnets 1 network

Conv2 Conv4 Conv6 DAE
Total params 0.02M 1.33M 2.65M 2.35M

PSNR↑ 19.23 20.48 20.06 16.83
SSIM↑ 0.775 0.790 0.742 0.467

Table 3. Comparison of the performance on the restoration ability
among different network structures of Gθ .

Number of input images. One critical design considera-
tion for our network is the number of input images needed
to generate a distortion-free image. There is a trade-off be-
tween the speed of the network in restoring images ver-
sus the visual fidelity. In Table 4, we show the average
PSNR/SSIM and total running time (2,000 iterations) for 2,
5, 10, 15 and 20 frames. Please find the visual comparison
results in our supplementary materials. Increasing the input

number does benefit our restoration task, but we sacrifice
time efficiency in order to do so. Since there are dimin-
ishing returns to the image quality of our predicted sharp
images after 10 input frames, this number is chosen as the
default input number throughout the following experiments.

# of inputs 2 5 10 15 20
PSNR↑ 17.55 18.50 20.50 21.43 21.13
SSIM↑ 0.556 0.666 0.793 0.827 0.830
Time 65s 143s 265s 403s 499s

Table 4. Average PSNR, SSIM, and running time (2,000 iterations)
comparison on taking different numbers of input images.

Effect of position encoding. The Gaussian random Fourier
features (GRFFs) encodes the input grid into a higher di-
mensional space, enabling our image generator to approx-
imate real high-frequency sharp images. We compare our
full network with the one that removes the GRFF in the im-
age generator and simply takes {Gk} as input. As shown
in Fig. 8, with Fourier feature mapping operators in I, we
have about 30.9% improvement in SSIM and 13.9% im-
provement in PSNR of the recovered latent images, com-
pared with the network variant without GRFF (No GRFF).
They also help increase the convergence speed. We show
the impact of the bandwidth-related scale factor κ in our
supplementary material.



Figure 7. Visual comparisons on real water turbulence images provided by Li et al. [26], which proposed a supervised GAN model to
restore water turbulence.

Figure 8. Ablation study on different variants of our proposed net-
work. We show the PSNR and SSIM vs. the number of iteration
curves for comparison.

Effect of initialization step. To evaluate the effects of the
network initialization, we created four variants of the net-
work for comparison: 1) Gno init+I, that removes the initial-
ization step of grid deformer G; 2) G + Ino init, that removes
the initialization step of image generator I; 3) No init, that
has no initialization step at all; and 4) G′ + I ′, that adds
the initialization losses to the iterative refinement step. As
shown in Fig. 8, taking out the initialization step from either
the Gθ and Iϕ, the overall network has subpar optimization
performance and fails to predict a reasonably sharp image.
However, simply adding the initialization losses to the main
optimization loop can degrade our restoration performance,
as these losses can lead the network to converge to some
local minimum, as discussed in Section. 3.3.

Effect of R(Ik). The term R(Ik) in Eq. 2 is used for reg-
ulating the resampled distortion images J̃G. It enforces the
grid deformer network to output a warp motion that could
be used to generate a plausible distortion-free image by both
direct resampling and the image generator. We perform ab-
lation experiment by removing the term R(Ik). Qualitative

and quantitative comparison results are included in the sup-
plementary material. We can see that the output image is
more blurry when R(Ik) is taken out. Quantitatively, with
R(Ik) included in the objective function, both the PSNR
and SSIM values are apparently improved.

5. Conclusions and Discussions

We have presented an unsupervised non-rigid image dis-
tortion removal network via grid-deformation given a short
sequence of turbulent images. Our network architecture can
jointly estimate the sharp latent image as well as the non-
rigid distortion. Our proposed two-step optimization frame-
work can significantly improve the performance of the un-
constrained non-rigid distortion restoration model. Our net-
work does not require ground truth turbulence models as
guidance, and thus can be generalized to handle most non-
rigid distortions, for both air and fluid turbulence.

Limitations and future directions. As our method does
not have any physics-based constraints and it takes only
10 frames as input, a good initialization is critical for
our algorithm to reach optimizing results. Further, our
method does not solve cases where there is large motion
in the scene in addition to turbulence distortions. For
future directions, we hope to tackle these issues as well
as make our method applicable to more general non-rigid
distortions.
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